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Let .A? he the space of self-adjoint Segal measurable operators affiliated to a 
W*-algebra A’ (for x = j i.e,(di.), x E tf -=-e,((-so, -n)u(n, yc)) is a finite 
projection in A! for n large enough). The limit in probability is unique in .w. 
x,+x in probability c-3e, E Proj A; e, --t I strongly and ;\(.Y,-.x) r,,I/ -+ 0. The 
following proposition proves to be important in the investigation of i?. If I - .f is 
a finite projection in .,I and 1 -c,, + 0 strongly. e,, E Proj K. then c,, A ./ + f 
strongly. ( 1990 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESLI.TS 
1.1. Let A%’ be a W*-algebra with a normal faithful state p, acting 
in a Hilbert space H, .A”‘-the space of Hermitian operators of -K, 
Proj M-the lattice of projection of A’, Y-the set of self-adjoint (not 
necessarily bounded) operators affiliated to . &‘. For x E .Y, e,( .) will always 
denote the spectral measure of x. so x = j Ae,(cii.). 
1.2. DEFINITION. We say that an operator s E Y is Segal measurable if 
the spectral projections e,( (- J;, -m) u (m, x)) are finite in S &’ for III 
large enough. A? c 9’ denotes the space of all such operators. 
The space .a was at first investigated by Segal [S]. It turned out in may 
cases that in non-commutative probability (when (.A’, p) is treated as a 
generalization of the algebra L” (52, 9, P) of bounded random variables 
with the mean value E( .)) the space ,# (rather than 9) should be taken 
as a generalization of the space of all real variables. 
1.3. DEFINITION. Let x,,, x be any linear (not necessarily bounded) 
operators in H. We shall say that x,, -+ x in probability if /I (u,, - u) e,J + 0, 
p( 1 - e,,) -+ 0 for some projections e,, E Proj /K. In the paper, the assump- 
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tion 1) (x,, - .x) e,Z/l < ~8 always means, in particular, that e,, H is contained 
in the intersection of domains D,.,Z n D,. 
This notion of convergence is, obviously, a generalization of the classical 
one. It is essentially weaker than Nelson’s convergence in measure when- 
ever the algebra ,&’ is infinite [4] and was used in [2] for the operators 
.Y ,,, x from ,&‘. We shall show that the limit in probability is unique in the 
space ,R. In particular, an almost uniform limit (see 1.5) is unique in I 2. 
which seems to be an important comment upon non-commutative strong 
limit theorems for unbounded operators, such as 13: 2.2.16, 2.2.17. 3.2.16, 
and 4.6.21. 
1.4. THEOREM. Let a,, E 9, n 2 1, and s, ~1 E j #. [f a,, --f x, a,, -+ J’ in 
probability, then x = y. 
The proof, with some other version of the theorem, is given in Section 6 
and the results of all previous sections are used there. The main difftculty 
overcome in the paper (Sections 3-5) is the proof of the following. 
1.5. PROPOSITION. Let e,,, YE Proj i 22. !f‘ p( I ~ e,,) + 0 and 1 - /‘ is a 
finite projection in , fl/, then ,o(e,, A ,f‘) + p(f). 
In the proof of Theorem 1.4 we shall also use the following consequence 
of Proposition 1.5 obtained in [7, 3.51, generalizing the classical Riesz 
theorem on subsequences of a sequence of random variables convergent in 
probability. Recall that a,, --f a almost uniformly (a.u.) if, for any L >O, 
there exists a projection Ed Proj .,&’ satisfying li(a, -a)eli -+ 0 and 
p( 1 -e) < E. Here a,,, a could be any linear operators in H, not necessarily 
bounded. 
1.6. THEOREM. Let x,,, x E .A@ and x,, -+ .Y in probability. Then .Y ,,,,, + .Y 
a.u.,for some indices n(i) 7 C, i> 1. 
Proposition 1.5 is also used in [7] to show that the convergence in 
probability in J? is given by some topology. Then 1.5 gives a rather general 
way of extending to ,,a the results obtained for J in convergence theory. 
Some results on convergences of truncations, of independent interest, are 
given in Section 2. At the end (Section 7), we explain why the original 
definitions of convergences in probability and a.u. should rather be restric- 
ted to spaces of self-adjoint operators only. 
1.7. Remark. A very simple reasoning of Batty [ 1 ] shows that x,, + X, 
x,, + .v in probability, x,,, x, y E J%’ , h imply .Y = y. In [6] the author proved 
that if x,, -+ X, x, + a a.u., x,, E =M”. x E =#, a E 9, then x = a. 
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2. CONVERGENCES OF TRUNCATIONS 
For e,,, e E Proj I fl’, the convergences e,, -+ e in the strong operator (so.) 
topology, e,, -+ e in the weak operator (w.o.) topology and p( le - e,,l) + 0 
are equivalent, see [9 or lo], and will often be denoted by e,, -+ e. 
2.1. DEFINITION. For any (not necessarily bounded) operators a,,, a 
in H, u,, -+ a closely on large sets (c.1.s.) if, for any E > 0, there exists a 
projection e E Proj .&’ and a number k 3 1, such that p( 1 -e) <t: and 
il(a,, - a)ell < t: for any n > k. 
It was shown in [S, 1.21 that, when operators x,,, x are bounded in H 
and //x,, - .Y/( <K < ~1, the convergences s,, + .Y c.1.s. and x,, --+x a.u. are 
equivalent. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let x,,, I E ,b?“‘. 
(a) x,, + Y in the S.O. topology if and or&~ if x,, -+ x in probability and 
~~x,,-..y~I <KC x for any n> 1. 
(b) [f 11 (x,, - x) [I/ L 0 (decreases to 0) for an?’ 5 E H, then x,, -+ .Y U.U. 
Proqf: (a) If 11(x,, - X) e,ll -+ 0, p( 1 -e,,) + 0, and I~.Y,, - XII d K < x 
for n3 I, then Il(.x,,--x)[l1 d II(~,-.~)e,,51l + Il.~,,-.~ll il(l -e,,)tll -tO for 
any [ E H. 
If, conversely, x,, -+ .Y in the so. topology, then /I-Y,, - x/1 < K < x, n > 1. 
Moreover, for 
e,,,, =I e ..-,((-X> -E)U(E> X)), E > 0, 
we have lle,,,<l/ GE-’ lI(x,,--x)511 -+ 0 as n -+ XI and I/ (x, -x) e,$,li GE, with 
any E > 0, 5 E H. Thus p( 1 - e,,) -+ 0 and /I (x, - x) e,/l + 0 if only e, = e,:, y 
for n,dn<n,+, with indices n, increasing to infinity rapidly enough. 
(b) By (a), x,, + x in probability, and //(x,, - X) e,J 6 11 (X,-X) e,J 
for n 3 ~1 and e,H taken as in Definition 1.3. Thus x,, + x c.1.s. Moreover, the 
sequence I~x,, - xl/ is bounded and x,, + .Y a.u. (cf. 2.1). 
2.3. LEMMA. Let a E Y, e E Proj A’ and eH c D, (the domain of a). For 
an?* E > 0, there is a projection e” E Proj AT, P < e, such that p(e - P) < E and 
IlueA- a> -Y) u (r, r;o)) ;I/ + 0 as r -+ cc, r is real and posithe. 
ProoJ: Let U,X, be the polar decomposition of a,. = ae,( (- x’, -r) u 
(r, zoo)) e; then x, is a self-adjoint element of the reduced algebra e.,@e and 
~I.~,~11 L 0 as r -+ o= for any <E eH. By 2.2(b), n, -+ 0 a.u. in e.Ne (for 
integer r tending to infinity). In consequence, lla,Cll = lIx,gl( --t 0 for a 
projection P with the required properties (and real r). 
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2.4. PROPOSITION (On convergences of truncations). Let x,, E Y and let 
x he any (not necessarily bounded) operator in H. If x,, --f x in probability 
(c.l.s., au.), then there exists a sequence df reals s,, > 0 such that, for an?’ 
r,, 3 s,, j 
4, e .,,( - r,zj r,, 1 + +x in probability (c.l.s., u.u., respectively). 
Proof: The case of convergence in probability. If /1(x,, - X) e,,II --f 0, 
p( 1 - e,,) -+ 0, and, in particular, e,, H c D.,,, then 
llbk-.y,,c,,( -r,,, r,,)) P,,/l 40, 
p(e,, - P,,) -+ 0, for some fixed projections C,, 6 e,, from A’ if only r,, are 
large enough (cf. 2.3). 
The U.U. case. It suffices to consider t: = l/m for integer m 3 1. Let 
11 (x,, -x) e(m)11 + 0 as n + x, p( 1 -e(m)) < l/m for some projections 
e(m) E Proj A. For a fixed m, we inductively can find projections e(m) = 
e,>e, >, ... in Proj A! and numbers s,,(m) satisfying rn >s,(m) imply 
II(x,l-xxnex,(-r,,r,)~e,,lI +O as n+cc, and p(en-en+I)<llm2” for 
n 3 0 (cf. 2.3). For a fixed m, put f(m) = &a, e,,. Then 
r,, 3 max{s,(m); 1 d m 6 n} implies l/(-~,e,,(-rr,, r,r)--~)J’(m)ll 
-PO as IZ+CT,, foreach m31, 
and p(l- f(m))<2/m. 
The c.1.s. case. Now, we have II(x,, -.x) e(m)11 < l/m for n >k(m), and 
p( 1 -e(m)) < l/m with some projections e(m) E Proj A! and indices k(m), 
m 3 1, and the convergence k(m) + CC can be assumed. The reasoning is 
very similar to that in the previous case. Let, for m 3 1, e(m) =e,(,,,> 
ekcm)+l 3 ... ; r, 3 s,,(m) implies 11(x,, - x,,e,n( -rn, r,)) e,,ll < l/m for 
n>k(m); p(en-e,l+,)< l/m2”~k’“! e, E Proj A, for n >/z(m), and let 
f(m) = A\nPkCmje,,. Then Y,, 3 max(s,,(m); m 3 1, k(m) < n} implies 
II (x,e.J - r,, , Y,,) - X) f(m)11 <2/m for n > k(m), m 2 1, and p( 1 - ,f(m)) < 
2/m for m 3 1. 
3. PROJECTION OF A SUBSPACE ONTO A SUBSPACE 
The following notion proves to be very useful (cf. also [7]). 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let FE Proj AM. For any KE Proj A&‘, the element 
P,(K) = F- F A ( 1 - K) E Proj M will be called “a projection of the sub- 
space K onto the subspace F.” 
For any vector 5 E FH, the condition < E (F A (1 -K)) H, FKFt = 0 
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and 5 I FKH are equivalent, and the equalities P,(K) = eFKF(O, I], 
PF( K) H = FKH hold. The following implications are also obvious. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let K, K,, FE Proj A’. 
(a) If FK= KF, then P,(K)=FA K; 
(b) lfK,<K, then P,(K,)<P,(K); 
(cl P,(K A K,)d Pp.(K) A P,(K,); 
(d) P,(K)-P,(F) (namely, FKH=I(FK)H, 1(FK)-r(FK)=/(KF), 
I(KF)H= KFH [9; 4, 31); 
(e) PF( K) 5 K (follo~zts ,fiom (d)); 
(f) IIK- KFKIJ = IIK- P,(K)/l* (cf. [S, 2.4(i)]); 
(g) if K, d K, then /IK, - PF(K,)Ij < IIK- Pp(K)II (by (f) and by the 
inequality /I K, - K, FK, // = I( K,(K - KFK) K, 11 < I( K - KFKII ); 
(h) PJK v K,)= P,(K) v PF(K,) (namelll, F-P,-(K) v PF(K,)= 
F/\(l-K)r\(l-K,)=Fr\(l-KvK,)=F-P,(KvK,)); 
(i) $O$Z, P=e FKF(Z) for a Bore1 set Z, then P= Pp(PK(E)). 
Proqf of (i). By [S, 2.4(ii)], p= FN for some projection NE Proj =fl, 
NF= FN, NK= KN. It is easy to see that PK(p)< KN and then 
PF(PK(p)) < FN = i? In particular, 
P,;(P,(E)) = P,(P,(E)) = rp,,@$(O, l] 
= epKp(O, l] = E as O$Z. 
In this section we also give some sufficient conditions for the equivalence 
P,(K- K,) N P,(K) - PF(K,) with K, <K and for the continuity of PF( .): 
P(L) -+ 0 implies p( P,(K,,)) + 0, K,, E Proj A’ 
(see 3.5 and 3.6). This will be used in the proof of our main Proposition 1.5. 
We also add self-interesting examples that our assumptions in 3.4 and 3.6 
are unnecessary, in contrast with the commutative case and with that of a 
finite-dimensional Hilbert space. 
3.3. LEMMA. If‘jlh-P,(b)11 <l,for h,d~ProjA then P,(b)H=dhH. 
Proof. One has to prove that the subspace dbH is closed. Let 
O# ]I(,, - 511 -0, t,, = d[,,, i,, chH for n > 1. Then t,, = P,(h) [,,, and the 
sequence (i,) is bounded since lli,ll = llbi,ll d ll5,,ll + 11th -P,(h)) i,,ll < 
115,ll + IW - p,(b)ll IILII and lIi,,ll 6 115,,11/(1 - IV- Pd(h)ll ). In consequence5 
l= d<, [ E bH for [ being any limit point of (i,,) in a weak topology. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let h, h,, dE Proj .A’. !f lI(h v h,)- P,(h v h,)Jl < 1, then 
P,(h * 6,) = P,(h) A P<,(h, 1. 
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Proof: By 3.2(c), it is enough to show that dhHndh, Hc P,(h A h,)H 
(cf. Lemmas 3.3 and 3.2(b)). But 4 ~dhH n db, H implies ir = d< = cl;, , 
<E~H, i,~b,H, and d(<-c,)=O for <-<,E(/J vh,)H implies c=i, by 
the assumption. 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let h, 6 h, h, h,. dg Proj .K. !f lib- P,(h)ll < I. then 
P,,(h-h,)- P,,(h)- P,(h,) (thi.s,follow.y from 3.2(h) and 3.4). 
3.6. PROPOSITION (On the continuity of the projection of a subspace onto 
a subspace). Let C/E Proj ,A?‘, E > 0. 0 <p < I. There exists a number 
S = 6(d, p, E) > 0 .mch that the inequalities p(h) < 6, II/J - P,,(h)11 <p, 
h E Proj M, imply p(P,,(h)) <c. 
ProoJ It is enough to show that h,, -+ 0 so. (i.e., in the strong operator 
topology), Ilh,,-P,,(h,,)II <p, h,,EProj ,K for n3 1 imply P,(h,,)-tO s.0. 
For a fixed vector < E H, 11411 = 1, denote <,, = P,(h,,)<. We show the con- 
vergence in norm to 0 of a subsequence (<:,) c (t,,). Thereby, the con- 
vergence of a subsequence of any subsequence of (jr,,) will be proved and 
thus the convergence of (t,,). By 3.3, there exist vectors i,, E h,, H satisfying 
cii,,=P,(b,,)i,,=5,,, n31. The inequality ilh,, - PJh,,)lj < p implies 
1 = II511 2 IILII - Iii,,- P,(h,,) i,,lI 3 lli,,ll - IV,,- P,,(h,,)/l IILII 3 lIC,,ll(l -PI. 
Thus ll[,J < l/(1 -p) and, for a fixed n3 1, I(i”,,, i,,,>l = ICC,,, h,,,i,,,)/ = 
/ (/I,,<,,, i,,,) I d I/ h,,,<,,/l/( 1 - ~1) + 0 as m -+ CG. By induction, one can easily 
find indices 1 = n( I) < n( 2) < satisfying 
I(< ,Wli,d,,,)l <2 r I’ for ldr<r’ 
and get the estimate 
<(s/(1 -~)+2)‘*/s+O as .F-+ x. 
In consequence, 114:Il + 0 for some subsequence (t:) c (t,,,,,). 
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3.1. Remurk. In any infinite W*-algebra there exist projections h, h’. 
h”, h,, n6 Proj ,& satisfying 
(a) P,(b;) +O so. though hi + 0 s.o., (Via, h,) A (1 -d) = 0; 
(b) P,(W) A P,(h”) # P,(h’ A h”) though (h’ v h”) A (1 -rl) = 0; 
(c) P,,(h)-P,(h’)#P,,(h-h’) though h’<h, h A (1 -d)=O. 
Proqj: Let e,, e,, ,f,E Proj A%, i3 1, be mutually orthogonal, equiv- 
alent, and different from 0 (cf. [9, 4.121). Namely, let U*U, = e,,, 
u u*=e 
s:, : 2 
v,*ci= e,, c,v,* = .f;.. 
!I;:,, + ( 1 - 2 21,) ’ * 1/‘,1, 
F or n > 1, we define partial isometries 
t,, = [e,,- (2”2+ 2 ‘I’*) u, +C,>,,i+, 2 “u,]:’ 
[ 1 + (2” ’ + 2 ““)’ + C,a,,+ , 2 ‘1’ ” from .&’ and projections ri,, = E,,fi,T, 
h,, = t,, t,T from Proj .M. Then h,, I h,, (as t,,H I t,,, H) for n #m, and, for 
d=e,+C,. , d,, O# < EL’,~H, the conditions (1 + (2’,‘+ 2-“*)‘+ 
c r3,,+, 2~‘)“‘dt,,~ = ~+(2”7+2~“~2)~,,~,Tu,I~+~,~,l+,2~’~t.,u*u,~= 
(+2 ‘1(2’1.2+2~“.‘2~,~5+c,~,i+, 2 3”2i71 II, t + t hold. In consequence, 
P,(h,,)H=clh,,H=dt,,H3r,,-,rr for c~e,H and, obviously, (C,,a, h,,) A 
(I-46E,o e,,) A (1 ~ d) = 0. (a) is proved. 
Putting h=C,,a, h,,, h’=Cka, h,,, b”=Cha, h,, ,, one obtains (b) 
and (c), since e, < P,(h’) A P,(h”) - P,(h’ A h”), e,) 6 P,(h -h’) - 
CP,,(b) - P,,(ff)l. 
4. CRITERION OF THE CONVERGENCE OF PROJECTIONS TO 0 
It will be convenient to formulate three auxiliary lemmas at first. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let c - q, C, q E Proj .M and let v he u normal faithful state 
on the reduced algebra qAq. For E > 0, there exists 6 = 6(v, c, q, E) > 0 such 
that, for i 6 q, v(q”) < 6, 4 E Proj A’, one can ,find ? < c, p(F) < E, ? E Proj ..&’ 
suti$ving c - c” w q - g. 
Proc$ The same topology on the unit ball of qCMq can be metrized 
by each of the functions (x, ,I) -+ v((.x - y)* (x- y))‘!‘, (x, y) + 
p(u(x- I’)* (x - 4’) u*)‘:*, c = uu*, q = U*U (cf. [lo, 111.5.31). Thus, for 
some b > 0, v(q) < 6, 4 E Proj qA/q, implies p(u@*) < E. It is enough to take 
? = uqu*. 
4.2. LEMMA. Let projections qm be mutually orthogonal, q, w c,,,, 
q ,,,, cm E Proj A? .Ior m 3 I. Then V,, 2 , c,,, 5 C,, a I q,,,. 
Proor Projection Frn = V, < ,Cm c, - V, <,<+ , C, are mutually ortho- . . 
gonal, i;n15~,, and thus (lm,Sq,,,, m3 1, V,,31 c,~=C,,~~ T,,5L2~ q,,. 
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4.3. LEMMA. Q" c, mqm, q,EProj,&jor m>l, c,>c,3 ‘.., q,,,+O, 
and q = V,, 2 , q,, is a ,finite prqjection in 3, then c,,, + 0. 
Proof: There exist projections g,,, < q ,,,, g,,, - A,>, c,, g,, E Proj ..K .fi)r 
m > 1. Thus the prqjections Q,, qf the finite blgehra qA!‘q are mutually equiv- 
alent and tending to zero; i.e., the!’ all vanish. In consequence, A,>, c, = 0. 
4.4. PROPOSITION (Criterion of the convergence of projections to 0). Let 
c, E Proj A%‘!. [f there exist in A’ projections q,,, h c,,, such that q,,, + 0 .s.o. 
and q = V,,, 2 I qm is a finite prqjection of Ad, then c,,, + 0 S.O. 
Proof It is enough to show the convergence c,,,,,) + 0 S.O. of a sub- 
sequence (c,(,)) c (cm). Then the convergence of a subsequence of any sub- 
sequence of (c,), and thus the convergence c,,, + 0 so., will be proved. Let 
7: be any tracial faithful normal state on qA!q. Take m( 1) = 1, ii, = 
s(t, L’, , q, , 1) according to 4.1. Assume that, for r 2 1, the indices 
m( 1) < . < m(r) and numbers ci, , . . . . 6, > 0 are taken in such a way that 
(i) for ti d 4,,+,, ~(4) < d.,, 4 E Proj _ &“, one can find F d c,~,(~), 
p(Z) < l/s, FE Proj .&? satisfying c,,,(,,, - F - q,,,,,) - 4, 1 6 s < r; 
(ii) t(q,,,(,)) < min{6,/2’+; 1 6s < t) for 1 < t < r (in the case r > 2). 
Then an index m(r+ 1) and a number 6, +, = 6(z, c,~(,+ ,,, q,,,(,+ ,,, 
l/(r+ 1)) (according to 4.1) can be found, such that (i) and (ii) are valid 
for r + 1 instead of r; and (i), (ii), for any r 2 1, can be obtained. Let us 
denote 
The projections q,71C,) - G3 are mutually orthogonal for s 3 1 by 3.1. 
Moreover, 
by 3.2(e) and (ii), thus one can find F,, <c ,,,, >), p(c’,)< l/s, T, E Proj .&’ 
satisfying c,(,) - 2,s - qmCsl - q,, s 3 1, by (i). Lemma 4.2 implies 
Vras (cm(,) - F,) 5 Las (qmcr, - q,), s 3 1, and Lemma 4.3 gives 
Vtas (cmcrj - ?,I -, 0 s.0. because CS2, (qnzcr, - q,)) d La., dq,d < 
Cr z s 6,/2’~ ’ -+ 0 as s + co. The convergences c,“~ ,,,, - F, + 0 s.o., S, --t 0 so. 
as s + co finish the proof. 
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5. PROOF OF THE MAIN PROPOSITION 1.5. 
The proposition states, in fact, that the projection of a subspace onto the 
subspace fH determines the continuous function p + P,(p), p E Proj J?‘, if 
only 1 -f is a finite projection in .,&!. The proof is rather complicated and 
we start with a sketch of the idea. Assume that ~30 is a limit point of a 
sequence (P,(p,)), p, + 0, p,, E Proj -K, in the W.O. topology. If we con- 
struct, for E > 0, projections q,,, c,~ E Proj .,il satisfying qm N cnr, qm + 0, 
q, < 1 -f, and p(c,) > sp(e,(s, 1])/4, then the convergence C, + 0 will be 
proved by our criterion of the convergence of projections to 0 (Section 4) 
and the operator x must vanish. The assumption about x gives, for 
d= eJ&, 11, 
P(dP, (PI 4 ’ w(4 for some p E Proj ,& 
with p(p) arbitrarily small. (*I 
Thus we need a construction of projections c m q, q < 1 - f, p(q) < 2, cd d, 
p(c) > sp(d)/4, c, q E Proj A, when (*) is assumed and i. > 0 is fixed 
(cf. 5.5) which appears to be a bit wearing. Lemmas on the projection of 
the difference of two subspaces and the continuity of the projection (3.5 
and 3.6) will be used here. Let us start with two trivial remarks. 
5.1. LEMMA. For any projection r, f E Proj ,fl, there exists a unitar?. 
operator lIEA+! satisfying ve,v*< 1 -e, yf, v* < 1 - f‘ \t,ith e, = 
e-er\f-er\(l-f),fi=f-er\f‘-(l-e)r\J 
Proof: It is enough to take 
0 -1 c’= L I 1 0 GJl@l@l@l 
according to the representation H = H, @ Hz @ H, @ H, @ H,, 
e= i : @l@l@O@O, I_ 1 
f = c2 sc L 1 SC s2 Ol@O@l@O 
(cf., for example, [IS, 2.3; 10, V, l*]), 
wherec,s>O, c2+.~*=1, kerc=kers=O. 
5.2. LEMMA. Let E, > 0, f E Proj A’. There exists a number fl(f, I.) > 0 
such that p(p) < /I(.f, j”), p E Proj AY implies p(,fpf) < A’. 
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Indeed, p(fpf’) < i’ if only p belongs to some neighbourhood of 0 in the 
weak operator topology in .A/ (cf. [lo, III. 5.31). 
5.3. LEMMA. Let E. > 0, f~ Proj I K and let fi(,f; i) be taken us in 5.2. 
Then the inequality p(p) < p(,f, 3.) .for p E Proj I K implies, ,for any h < P,(p), 
b E Proj ‘k’, the existence of’ u projection u < h, a E Proj ~ K, .such that 
p(b-a)<A and a-,2 1~,7-c’l~ <j., .T<,/‘,. ~?<e,, e,=e-e A f’--e A 
(1 -,I’), e= 1 -/l,,f, = f -e A f-(1 -e) A ,f;,/kr some F,,fEProj .i’/. 
Proof: Denote /z = e,,,, [0, I,‘). The inequality p(p) < /l(,f; 3.) implies 
p(1 - h)dp(fbf)//l’< j.. We show that, for b< P,(p), be Proj A?‘, the 
projection a= Ph(h) can be taken, Namely, p(b-u)=p(b A (1 -h)) < 
~(1 -h) < i, and, for ,I:= P,,(u), one has f-u (by 3.2(d)) and (by 
3.2(b), (4) .I: d f’,,(P,(p)) = h A P,(p) = e ,,,, (0, j.‘) = ef ,(, ,),,(O, E.‘) 
, ,,(,, ,,(O. 1.‘). In consequence. 
lli~~ ~ .f;eI.fl I.711 d IIU; - .fleI .f;) e/, 
.T < ,f’, and 11 .T - EJ, .T 11 = 
,,< ,,,, (0, j”‘)li d E.’ and thus 
ll.T- PII < 2 for P = P,,,( 7) de, by 3.2(f). 
5.4. LEMMA. Let L > 0, ,f E Proj .Zf. Then for u suitably chosen number 
;j(.f; i) > 0, the inequulity p(p) < y(.f; E,) ,for p E Proj -4 implies, ,fbr urz~’ 
h d P,(p), b E Proj j Zf, the existence of’ a prqjection a 6 b, a E Proj .A{, s~rh 
that p(b - a) < A and u - 4, p(g) < E,, 4 < 1 - f, ,for some q E Proj ~ /‘(‘. 
Proqf: In fact, ;j(.f; i.) =min(i.j2, /I(,f; 142)) can be taken. Let u be 
chosen as in 5.3 (with A/2 instead of A), and z: as in 5.1 (with e = 1 - p). For 
jj = vE”c*, q = $3, we have q< 1 -,f, p(j)<p(p)<A/2 by 5.1, and a-4, 
llp - qll = l/L; - ,711 < 3..‘2 by 5.3. Thus p(q) 6 p(p) + IIjj - ~Yli < i. 
5.5. LEMMA. [f p(dgd) > Ep(d), 0 < 1: < 1, ,fhr any projections d, g E 
Proj C~K, then, ,for a projection c?= e,,,(~/2, 11, 
P(& > sp(dM2 - ~1, 
II& agall d 1 - c,!2. 
Indeed, dgd< (d- a)~/2 + 2 and &p(d) < (p(d) -p(a)) e/2 + p(d). 
5.6. LEMMA. Let 2~0, O<E< 1, O#ddj; d, J‘E Proj A. Then, ,for u 
suitably chosen number q(d, ,f; E, A) > 0, the inequalities 
d@,-(p) 4 > w(d), (1) 
P(P) < rl(d, “f; 6, ;“I (2) 
jbr some p E Proj A@’ imply the existence sf‘ a prqjection c < d, c E Proj A!, 
such that p(c) > &p(d)/4 and c - q < 1 - f; p(q) < 3. with some q E Proj C &‘. 
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Proof: For any p E Proj ./I(’ satisfying (1 ), denote g = P,(p), d= 
e,,Jc/2, 11. Then, by 5.5, 
p(d) > ep(d)/(2 - 1:). (3) 
Moreover, Ii& dgdil d 1 - e/2 and, for h = P,(d), we have P,,(h) = d (cf. 
3.2(i) with K= g, F= d) and IIh - P,(h)11 = /I P,&d) - 211 6 (1 -c/2)’ ’ by 
3.2(f). In consequence. 
lib’ - P,(h’)ll 6 (1 -E/2)’ 2 for h’<h,h’EProj.& (4) 
by 3.2(g). 
Now, for fixed i-: > 0, 3. > 0, take 6(d, (1 -~/2)‘,‘, ~y(d)/4) according to 
Proposition 3.6 about the continuity of Pd( .), and then put q(ti, ,f, E, i) = ;’ 
(f, minji., 6(ti, 1 -~/2”‘, ep(d)/il)}) according to Lemma 5.4. Obviously, 
h d g = P,(p), just as was assumed in 5.4, and assumption (2) implies the 
existence of a 6 h, u E Proj A’, such that ~(h - a) < 6(d, (1 - ~/2)l ‘, sp(d)/4) 
and a- _ q d 1 - ,f; p(g) < i. for some 4 E Proj I &‘. By (4) with h’ = h -u, and 
by 3.6, we have p(P,-(h - u)) < cp(d)/4 and p(P,,(h) - P,,(h - a)) = 
p(d)-p(P,,(h-~))>&p(d)/(2--c)-~p(d)/4>~p(d)/4 by (3). Condi- 
tion (4) also gives llu - P,(u)11 < 1 and a - P,,(u) - P,(h) - P,,(h - u), 
cf. Corollary 3.5. Thus the projection c = P,(h) - P,(h - a) satisfies 
p(r) > ~p(ci)/4 and c-u - q 6 1 - ,f; p(g) < i, for some 4 E Proj i K. 
5.7. Proof‘ oj’ Proposition 1.5. Let .Y be any limit point of a sequence 
(P,(P,,)),?i? I? pn = 1 - P,,, in the weak operator topology in c &’ and let E > 0. 
Suppose that d= e,(e, I] # 0. Then p(dxd) > Ep(d) and there exist infinitely 
many indices n 3 1 satisfying p(dP,(p,) d) > ep(d). By the assumption 
p(p,,) -+ 0 and by Lemma 5.6, one can find projections (a,,, d d, qrvl < 1 ~ ,f; 
(‘,,r - Ym > Ym + 0 as 111 -+ x, and p(c,,,) > cp(d)/4. This contradicts the 
assumption that 1 - ,f is a finite projection in I &’ by virtue of the criterion 
of the convergence of projections to 0, given in 4.4. We have shown that 
.Y = 0 and the proof is finished. 
6. UNIQUENESS OF THE LIMIT 
If U”,, a,bc-,fl", ll(a,,--a)e,,ll +O, lI(a,,-h)eI +O, e,,+ 1, e:,+ 1 
for some projections e,,, e:, E Proj A?‘, then ile:,(u,, -a) e,,ll + 0 and 
Ilr:,(u,, -h) e,ll d //(a, -h) e:J -+ 0, whereas lle:,(u - h) e,,// + 0 implies a = h. 
This is a trick of Batty (cf. [ 1 ] ). 
When we deal with unbounded operators a,,, a, h E Y, the operator 
ek(a,, -h) e,, could have the empty domain, even if /I (a,, - 6) e:II < c, 
p( 1 -e,,) < E, ~(1 - ei,) < E, e,,, e:, E Proj .&‘, with a very small E > 0; and 
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Ilei(a-h) e,J +O, P,, -+ 1, e;, + 1 do not imply a= h. In fact, the limit 
in probability (and even the a.u. one) is not unique in 9’. see [7, 5.61. 
The difficulties pointed out also make our Theorems 1.5 and 2.4 rather 
unnecessary in the proof of the following. 
6.1. THEOREM. Let u,, E Y, .Y E .@ and let N he an), closed operator in H. 
Jf‘ u,, + a c.1.s. and a,, + I in prohuhilit~~, thrn .x c a (thus x = u if; uddi- 
tionully, a = a * ). 
Proof: By Theorem 2.4 about the convergences of truncations, one can 
assume that the operators a,, are bounded. We have II(u,,-X) e,J -+ 0 as 
n -+ a, Il(u,, - a) e;J < l/m for n > n(m), and e,, + 1, e:,, + 1 with some pro- 
jections e,,, e:,, E Proj , M and numbers n(m), n? 3 1. Let Jh. = e,( -N, N), 
N 3 1. The projections 1 - ,f:Vf, 1 - ,flv are finite in I K when the numbers 
M, N are large enough and, when it is the case, e,, A ,f:,, + fV so. as II + CG, 
4, A .f.v + .fM S.O. as m + a by 1.5. For fixed m, M, N 3 1, we have 
/let, A .f4u,,-.~).fh~lI = llc,, * ,f~,~(~,,--~~:f\.).f:2~ll G Ile,, * .fv(~,I-.~f~l.)ll = 
ll(% ~ x) e,, A .f’,II + 0 as n --) ;c (because N,, ~ .$% E . N”), and 
lie,, * mu,, - (1) e:,,ll G ll(N,, - N) eJ < 1;‘~ for n > n(m). Therefore 
I/e,, A .&(s- u) e:,, A .f:,,ll < 2jnl for IZ > k(m) with some index k(m). This, 
of course implies I/ (.u - N) P:,, A f:,,ll d lim sup L . , lim sup,, j , l/e,, A 
.fJ-x - a) 4, * .A, II < 2;‘nl. 
Finally, for any vector [ from the domain of the operator u, one can take 
indices m(i), M(i) tending to infinity and satisfying e:,,,,, A ,f’Mol< + c and 
ue,,,,,, A &,,, i’ + ~5. Thus s < = a<, and the proof is finished. 
6.2. Our Theorem I .4 is a consequence of 6.1 by virtue of 2.4 and 
1.6. Namely, we can assume that a,, E A”’ and, passing, if necessary, to a 
subsequence, that u,, + ~1 a.u. (more strongly than in the c.1.s. sense). 
7. CONVERCENCES OF NOT NECESSARILY SELF-ADJOINT OPERATORS 
For x,,, x E L&Z, one usually says that .Y,~ -+ .Y a.u. if x, + s,T -+ s + .Y*, 
x,,-.u,T -+ x-.Y* a.u. in the sense of the definition from 1.5 (cf. [l, 31). We 
add the remark why the original definitions of convergence in probability 
and a.u. one should be restricted to self-adjoint operators only. Namely, in 
the case of a properly infinite W*-algebra ~ K, Proposition 7.2 allows us 
to construct, for arbitrary operators X, J’ E I &‘. a sequence (s,,) from A’ 
satisfying x,, + s a.u., x,, + J* a.u. in the sense of 1.5. 
7.1. LEMMA. If‘ F A ( 1 - K) = 0. F, K E Proj A, then j/K - F(/ = 
IIK- WI. 
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Proo! By the assumption, we can write H = H, @ H2 @ H, @ H,, 
analogously as in 5.1. Then //K - Fll = II K - FKII = 1 if H, # 0, and 
= ll(K- KFK)““Il = IlK- P,(K)11 
= l/K- Fll (cf. 3.2(f)) 
if H, = 0, because the operator 
is unitary. 
7.2. PROPOSITION. In any infinite, W*-algebra / & there exist projections 
e, g,,, h,, E Proj =&’ satisfying g,, -+ e, h,, + e s.o. e Z 0, g,, d g,, + I 3 h,, d h,, + I 
and, ,for some E,, > 0, n 3 1, 
II s’ - i II > c,, tvithan?’ (~g,,H,ieh,,H, ll5ll= llill=l~ (1) 
When &’ is properly irzfinite, e = 1 can he taken. 
Proof: When C K is infinite, the existence of mutually orthogonal projec- 
tions e , , ,f, E Proj .H satisfying 
PI - .f, -e2-f2ZQ f,,+I-.Ll+l- C (e,+.f,L n 3 2, (2) 
l<iSi,,-I 
is easy to see. Take numbers 0 <E,, < 1 such that 
c ,1 + I = ‘,! r’i8n, n3 1, (3) 
and put e=C,a, (e, + J;). When C &’ is properly infinite, the equality e = 1 
can be attained. The projections g,,, h,, will be obtained inductively. Let 
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g, = e, , h 1 = f, and assume that g,,, ,f;, E Proj ~ K are defined for some II > I, 
and that conditions (1 ) and 
<Y,, ” h,, = ,y (e, + .A) (4) 
I G,h,, 
are satisfied and, additionally, 
llg,,-kTg,,-, “h,, III < ll(n- 11, 
llh,, - g,, I ” h,, 1 II < ll(n - 1). l,h,,3h,, I 
(5) 
x:,, 3 K,, 
whenever n 3 2. The construction of g,, + , , h,, + , E Proj c k’ satisfying ( I), (4) 
(5) with n + 1 instead of n obviously ends the proof but demands some 
computations. 
By (2), (4) (5) both in the case H= 1 and ~32, we have 
gt, - h ,I -e,, + , - .f;,+ , , and g,, v h,,, e,,+ , , .f;, + , are mutually orthogonal. 
Let g,, = u*u, e,,+ , = uu*, h,, = c’*tl, ,f,, + , = W* for some partial isometries 
u. c E A’. For 
f7 = E,,( 1 - c34)l ‘l’n, p=(l -crZ)12, (6) 
the formulae 
p = p7g,l + pa(u + u*) + a’e,, + ] ) 
q = p%,, + pa(c + r*) + a-y;, , , 
give some projections from A. Now, we can define g,, + 1 = g,, v q, A,,+, = 
h v P satisfyiw g,, + l v h,, + I = R,, v P v h,, v 4 = g,, v e,, + , v h,, v .f;, + , , 
and condition (4) with n + 1 instead of n holds. 
Observe that each vector p E pH, l/p/I T 1, is of the form p = ocp + oucp 
with cp E g,,H, Ilqli = I. Indeed, we can write ,U = pq + a$ for some 
cPEg,,K tin@,,+, H, and then crII, = e,, + , p = ~1,~ + , pp = f)2aucp + a3$, thus 
$=ucp and 1 =/lpll’= lIcp/I*(~‘+o~). The vector <Eh,,+,H, litll=l, can 
then be expressed in the form 
5 = xp + pv, P=P(P+4 
with q E g,, H, ti E c,, + , H, \‘Eh,,K l/~l/ = lI11/ll = 11~111 = 1, x, BE@. (7) 
Thus each vector ~‘cp + [IV, M’, b E @, cp E g,, H, v E h,, H, IlcpII = (/ 1~11 = 1, is of 
the form (g,, v h,,)( with some t E h,,+ , H. This means that (g,, v /I,,) H = 
g,,H+k,H=k,, v h,,) h,, + ,H and k,, v kf * (1 -k+,)=O. BY 7.1, 
II h ,I + 1 ~ g,, v hll = II h, + 1 - (g,, v h,,) k,, + 1 II 
= sup{llcccr$l~: IlSll = 1. 5 of form (7)} 
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If 11511 = , CEk,+, H, then, according to (7), 
1 = ~I”I”+flvp= Ial I//f+/h/+~~ 
3 14: I/P-~LPII’ (as v~h,,H) 
= l4’(IIP-(JT,, ” ~~,,)a’+ ll(g,,v ~L)P-~~,,A’) 
= kl’(aZ+ II/v-hPYl/‘) 
3 lal2 (a’ + /A,?,( 1 -C/4)) (by (1)) 
3 Ial2 c;( 1 - i34). 
Eventually, I/h,, + , - g,, v /~,,ll < o/F,,( 1 - ~:/4)’ ’ = l/n. Analogously, 
II ,!T ,?+I - g,, v h,,ll < l/n, and condition (5) with II + 1 instead of n is valid. 
To prove (1) with n + 1 instead of n, let us write, for a vector i E g,, + , H. 
IlQ = 1, the expression similar to (7): i = x’p + [I’Y’, ,M’ = p(p’ + a$‘, 
with cp’ E h,, H, $’ E ,f;, + , H, v’~g,~H, /lcp’l/ = ll$‘lI = //\~‘ll = 1. sc’,/?‘~C, 
and denote n=il<-<ll with iij’//=l, <EIz,,+,H. Thus d’= 
/Iapcp + flv - z’p(p’- /?v’ll’ + (/x/’ + lr’l”) o2 and the supposition A < a~,,/4 
implies 1x1, IX’/ cc,,/4 and Ipi, Ifl’l > 1 -c,,/4, and then d 3 II/~\~-/?‘v’I~ - 
(/xp - s~‘p’lI > II/h - /hII - 1x1 - /cy’I 3 (1 - ~,,/4) i:,, - i:,,“2 > ~,,/4 > or-:,,,‘4 by 
(1 ) the assumptions 1’ E g,, H, 1” E h,, H, /l\‘/l = ~III’~/ = 1. By (3) and (6), the 
required inequality // < ~ c 11 > oc,,/4 > E,, + , is proved. 
7.3. THEOREM. For an)? infinite W*-algehru I’/, there exists LI projection 
0 # 6’ E Proj . & such that ,for unjs operators x, J’ E. if .sati~fj~ing x( 1 - c) = 
I’( 1 - e), the conwrgences s,, + x au., s,, + ~1 0.x hold ,for some sequence 
(.u,,) ,fkorn M. [f . ll’ is proper!,’ infinite, then e = 1 cm he taken. 
Proof: Let e, g,,, h,, E Proj IN be taken as in 7.2. The existence of 
operators .Y,, E , b2, (s,, ~ .u)( 1 - e + g,,) = 0, (s,, - J.)( 1 - c + II,,) = 0 is easy 
to see, and 1 -e + g,, 7 1, 1 -e + h,, /1 1. 
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